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Spatiotemporal dynamics of charged species in the afterglow of plasmas containing negative ion
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Houston, Texas 77204-4004
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The spatiotemporal evolution of charged species densities and wall fluxes during the afterglow of an elec-
tronegative discharge has been investigated. The decay of a plasma with negative ions consists of two stages.
During the first stage of the afterglow, electrons dominate plasma diffusion and negative ions are trapped inside
the vessel by the static electric field; the flux of negative ions to the walls is nearly zero. During this stage, the
electron escape frequency increases considerably in the presence of negative ions, and can eventually approach
free electron diffusion. During the second stage of the afterglow, electrons have disappeared, and positive and
negative ions diffuse to the walls with the ion-ion ambipolar diffusion coefficient. Theories for plasma decay
have been developed for equal and strongly different ion (Ti) and electron (Te) temperatures. In the caseTi

5Te , the species spatial profiles are similar and an analytic solution exists. When detachment is important in
the afterglow~weakly electronegative gases, e.g., oxygen! the plasma decay crucially depends on the product
of negative ion detachment frequency (gd) and diffusion time (td). If gdtd.2, negative ions convert to
electrons during their diffusion towards the walls. The presence of detached electrons results in ‘‘self-trapping’’
of the negative ions, due to emerging electric fields, and the negative ion flux to the walls is extremely small.
In the caseTi!Te , the spatiotemporal dynamics is more complicated due to the presence of negative ion
density fronts. During the afterglow, although negative ions diffuse freely in the plasma core, the negative ion
fronts propagate towards the chamber walls with a nearly constant velocity. The evolution of ion fronts in the
afterglow of electronegative plasmas is important, since it determines the time needed for negative ions to
reach the wall, and thus influence surface reactions in plasma processing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Negative-ion-rich~electronegative! plasmas are of grea
importance in semiconductor manufacturing@1,2#, negative
ion sources@3,4#, and theD layer of the lower ionosphere
@5#. There often appear new and interesting phenomen
plasmas containing negative ions in addition to electrons
positive ions, see, for example,@6–8#.

Pulsed plasmas~in which the power is turned on and o
with a predetermined period and duty cycle! in electronega-
tive gases have been shown to offer important advanta
compared to their continuous wave~cw! counterparts. Prop
erties of deposited films can be altered@9#, and etch and
deposition rate can be maintained despite the lower ave
power @10#. Recently, it has been recognized that puls
plasmas may also ameliorate anomalous etch profiles~e.g.,
notching! and other forms of charging damage that occur
conventional continuous wave discharges@1,2#. The ratio of
chemical species present in the plasma can be varied,
production of negative ions can be increased in pulsed n
tive ion sources compared to conventional continuous
charges@3#.

Negative ions are difficult to extract from cw plasm
because of the electrostatic fields due to the presence of
trons. When power is turned off in the afterglow, howev
electrons disappear by diffusion to the walls and attachm
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to gas molecules. After some time in the afterglow, the el
tron density and temperature are too low for any signific
electrostatic fields to exist, and a transition occurs from
electron-dominated plasma to a positive ion–negative
~ion-ion! plasma@11–13#. After that time, it is possible to
extract negative ions out of the plasma. Nevertheless, th
can be situations for which the electron density in the aft
glow does not decay to a level for the fields to complet
disintegrate. An example is detachment of negative ions
the afterglow that generates new electrons. Under such
cumstances it is possible for negative ions to remain trap
even in the late afterglow.

Another interesting phenomenon observed in pulsed p
mas of electronegative gases is the formation of negative
density fronts, i.e., negative ion density profiles with ve
sharp gradients. During plasma ignition~power on!, self-
sharpening negative ion density fronts develop and m
towards the plasma center@11#, in analogy with hydrody-
namic shocks. During the afterglow, negative ion fronts ex
when Te@Ti , and move towards the chamber walls. Ho
ever, the latter fronts are of a different nature and have
direct analogy with hydrodynamic shocks. As it turns out, t
negative ion front propagation speed is nearly constant~for
constant electron and ion temperatures in the afterglow!.

In this paper, we focus on physical phenomena associ
with plasma diffusion to the containing vessel wall durin
the afterglow. The goal is to determine the spatiotempo
behavior of charged species profiles, to investigate the t
sition from electron-dominated plasma to ion-ion~electron-
free! plasma, and to give analytic estimates of the transit
time, needed for negative ions to reach the wall. Predict
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this time is of importance for plasma applications that util
negative ions extracted from the plasma.

The article is organized as follows: Sec. II contains t
description of the model, Sec. III embodies analytical so
tions for equal ion and electron temperatures (Ti5Te) and
comparison with laboratory experiments, and Sec. VIII
devoted to the case ofTe@Ti .

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

We assume that the ion mean free path is smaller than
characteristic length scale and examine one-dimensional
cies transport in a parallel plate geometry. For a collisio
plasma, the species fluxes are described by a drift-diffus
equation,Gk52Dk]nk /]x6mknkE, whereDk and mk are
the k-species diffusion coefficient and mobility, respective
tied by the Einstein relationDk5Tkmk . Tk is the k-species
temperature, in volts. The self-consistent electrostatic fi
can be found from the condition of zero net currentj
5e(Gp2Gn2Ge)50 and is given by

E5
Dp¹p2Dn¹n2De¹ne

mpp1mnn1mene
. ~1!

Here,p, n, ande ~also as subscripts! correspond to posi-
tive ions, negative ions, and electrons, respectively. If
electron density (mene@mnn,mpp) and its gradient are no
too small, electrons are described by Boltzmann equilibriu
E52Te /¹(ln ne).

Equation ~1! for the electric field along with the mas
continuity equations for negative ions and electrons and
electroneutrality constraint yield a system of equations t
describes the spatiotemporal evolution of charged spe
densities, fluxes, and electric field.

]n

]t
2mn

]

]x S Ti

]n

]x
1EnD5nattne2gdn2b iinp, ~2a!

]ne

]t
2me

]

]x S Te

]ne

]x
1EneD5~Zioniz2natt!ne1gdn, ~2b!

ne5p2n. ~2c!

In Eqs.~2!, b ii is the ion-ion recombination rate coefficien
and Zioniz , natt, and gd are the ionization, attachment, an
detachment frequencies, respectively.

In the afterglow, the electron temperature decreases d
tically within a few microseconds, so that ionization switch
off. If there is residual power coupled to the plasma dur
the afterglow, the electron temperature will reach a ste
value such thatTe@Ti . Otherwise, the electron temperatu
will decay to essentially the gas temperature so thatTe
5Ti . In either case, we assume that the electron tempera
is a given constant in order to be able to derive analy
solutions.

Substituting the expression for electric field, Eq.~1!, into
the continuity equations for negative ions and electrons
using the electroneutrality constraint yields a new system
equations:
03640
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]n

]t
2

]

]x S m iTi

]n

]x
2unD5nattne2gdn2b iinp, ~3a!

]ne

]t
2

]

]x FDeff

]ne

]x G5~Zioniz2natt!ne1gdn, ~3b!

ne5p2n, ~3c!

u[
m iTe

ne1m i /me~p1n!

]ne

]x
, ~3d!

Deff5
m iTe~p1n!

ne1m i /me~p1n!
1m iTi . ~3e!

For simplicity we have considered the case of equal ion m
bilities and diffusion coefficientsmp5mn[m i , Dp5Dn
[Di[m iTi . The system of Eqs.~3! is more transparent tha
the initial system of Eqs.~2!, since Eq.~3b! is a purely
diffusion-type equation, in contrast to the diffusion-drift-typ
Eq. ~2b!. In an electron-dominated plasma,neme@m i(p
1n), the effective @Eq. ~3e!# diffusion coefficient Deff
5mi Te(p1n)/ne1miTi , of the order of the ambipolar diffu-
sion coefficient,m i(Ti1Te). In an ion-ion plasma,neme
!m i(p1n), Deff5meTe, the free electron diffusion coeffi
cient. The ratio between the twoDeff can be of the order of
100, since the ratio of mobilitiesme /m i is typically of the
order of 100.

Boundary conditions for Eqs.~3a! and~3b! were: symme-
try at the plasma center, and zero negative ion and elec
densities~in reality, a very small value for density! at the
wall. If the flux of negative ions at the wall was into th
plasma, that flux was set equal to zero. This peculiar bou
ary condition corresponds to the absence of negative ion g
eration at the wall.

An implicit finite difference scheme was used to solve E
~3b!, and an explicit scheme was used for Eq.~3a!, because
larger time steps are allowed for the latter equation. Typi
execution times were a few minutes on a Pentium II PC.

III. AFTERGLOW WITH EQUAL ION AND ELECTRON
TEMPERATURES „TiÄTe…, AND WITH DIFFUSION

DOMINATING PARTICLE LOSS

In this section we provide a theoretical description of t
spatiotemporal behavior of charged particle profiles, inve
gate the transition from electron-dominated plasma to i
ion ~electron-free! plasma, and give analytic estimates of t
transition time. For a product of gas pressure and half-
length,PL, higher than about 10 mTorr cm, the electron te
perature decays much faster than the ion and electron de
ties @1,11,13#. We therefore investigate the afterglow evol
tion assuming equal ion and electron temperatures,Ti5Te
[T.

The initial spatial profiles of ion and electron densiti
corresponding to an active discharge are very inhomo
neous@14# and are determined by the interplay of seve
system frequencies:natt,gd ,b iip,Di /L2,Deff /L

2, where
1/L5p/2L or 2.4/R is an effective diffusion length for slab
2-2
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TABLE I. Frequency of diffusive loss of positive ions, negative ions, and electrons forTe5Ti .

F[
mi~p1n!

mene Electron-dominated plasma (F!1) Ion-ion plasma (F@1)

Zp,loss5
Di

L2 S 11
1

11F D 2Di

L2

Di

L2

~6a!

Zn, loss5
Di

L2 S F

11F D FDi

L2

Di

L2

~6b!

Ze, loss5
Di

L2 S 11
p1n

ne~11F ! D 2p

ne

Di

L2

De

L2

~6c!
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or cylindrical geometry, respectively@15#. When plasma
chemical processes are faster than diffusion los
natt,gd ,b iip@Di /L2,Deff /L

2, the dynamic behavior is gov
erned entirely by plasma chemical reactions. We shall c
sider mostly the opposite case whennatt,gd ,b iip
,Di /L2,Deff /L

2. After a short period in the afterglow a
three density profiles are similar@16# ~for a review see@15#!,

n

n0
5

p

p0
5

ne

ne0
5 f S x

L D , ~4!

where f (x/L)5cos(x/L) for slab geometry andf (r /L)
5J0(r /L) for cylindrical geometry,J0 is a Bessel function,
and subscript zero in Eq.~4! signifies the central densities
Note that for unequal temperatures, the plasma profiles
not similar. Indeed, the assumption of similar profiles
Te.Ti results in a flux of negative ions directed from th
wall into the plasma and, consequently, an artificial prod
tion of negative ions at the wall@16#.

Similarity in the spatial profiles simplifies the proble
considerably. For example, the spatiotemporal species
sity dynamics can be described by only the central val
p0(t),n0(t),ne0(t). Also, the density ratios~e.g., p/ne! are
independent of position in view of Eq.~4!. Substituting the
value of electric field Eq.~1! into the expression for fluxes
one can find@17#

Gp~x,t !5
Dip0

L S 11
1

11F D f 8S x

L D , ~5a!

Gn~x,t !5
Dine

L

F

11F
f 8S x

L D , ~5b!

Ge~x,t !5
Dine0

L S 11
p1ne

ne~11F ! D f 8S x

L D , ~5c!

with F[m i(p1n)/(mene) and f 8 is the derivative off. The
frequencyZk, loss[] ln nk /]t of k-species diffusive loss can b
found from Eqs.~5!, and are shown in Table I.

From Eq. ~5a! one can see that ifF!1, the effective
diffusion coefficient of positive ions is 2Di . This result co-
incides with the ambipolar diffusion coefficient in isotherm
electropositive plasmas composed of only electrons and p
tive ions. Note that this result is valid, even though the el
tron density can be small compared to the positive ion d
03640
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sity, since the electron mobility is much higher than the i
mobility. Still if F!1, the negative ion flux, Eq.~5b!, is very
small compared with the positive ion flux~F/2 times
smaller!, and the electron flux is practically equal to the po
tive ion flux. In an ion-ion plasma, where electrons a
nearly absent andF@1, the electric field disintegrates, an
ions and electrons diffuse freely. Note that ion-ion diffusi
is automatically ambipolar formp5mn .1 Below we examine
the evolution of species densities and fluxes under differ
scenarios of plasma losses, all under the condition of eq
electron and ion temperatures.

As long asF!1, the negative ion flux to the wall is ver
small. Therefore, the negative ion density is practically co
stant, while electrons are still present. The evolution of el
tron density can be found analytically. Sincen(x,t)5n(x,t
50)5n(0)5const, the continuity equation ]ne /]t
5Ze, lossne can be readily integrated usingZe, loss of Table I.

m i

me
lnS ne~0!

ne~ t ! D1
1

2
lnS ne~0!1n~0!

ne~ t !1n~0! D5t/td , ~7!

wheretd[L2/Di . Equation~7! describes two different re
gimes in the afterglow, before and after a critical timetcr ,

tcr5
td

2
lnS p0

n0
D . ~8!

For t,tcr , the second term on the left-hand side~lhs! of Eq.
~7! dominates and the solution is simplyne(t)1n(0)
5@ne(0)1n(0)#exp(22t/td), corresponding to ambipola
decay of positive ions. Fort.tcr , the first term on the lhs of
Eq. ~7! becomes important, and Eq.~7! describes free elec
tron diffusion, with ne;exp(2Det/L2). Note that all elec-
trons have practically escaped within a finite time periodtcr ,
as observed in@18# and discussed in@19#. The finite time
needed for practically all electrons to escape is a con
quence of the sharp increase of the electron loss freque
Eq. ~6c!, as the electron density keeps decreasing. After

1In the general case of unequal ion mobilities the electric fie
E5@(Dp2Dn)/(mpp1mnn)#(]p/]x), yields an ion ambipolar dif-
fusion coefficient equal to 2mpmnTi /(mp1mn).
2-3
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electrons have practically escaped, negative ions star
come out by free diffusion, andn;exp@2(t2tcr)/td# for
t.tcr .

These analytical results have been validated with num
cal simulations using the system of Eqs.~3!. Time was nor-
malized with the diffusion timetd and mobilities were taken
as mp5mn and me5100mn . The initial profiles ~at t50!
were taken according to the fundamental diffusion mode
~4!, and plasma chemical processes were neglected. Num
cal simulation verified that the cos-like species density p
files remained unchanged during the temporal evolution
the afterglow. The central species densities vs dimension
time are depicted in Fig. 1~a!. It is seen that the electro
density decays much faster than the ion density, whereas
negative ion density is initially constant. The frequency
electron diffusive lossZe, loss is shown in Fig. 1~b!. At times
greater thantcr , where tcr50.5 ln 2 for the chosen condi
tions, the electron density is small (F.1), and electrons
diffuse freely, thereforeZe, loss increases sharply. The agre
ment between analytical predictions and numerical simu
tion is quite good@Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!#.

One can also see a good agreement@Fig. 1~c!# between
the numerical results and analytical formulas@Eq. ~5!# for
fluxes. The transition from an electron-dominated plasma
an ion-ion ~electronless! plasma occurs at timetcr . At this
time the negative ion flux increases abruptly and nega
ions come out of the plasma. Therefore, we can also de
tcr as the time when negative ions first come out. The criti
time decreases considerably with increasing electronegat
@20#,

2tcr /td'ne /n→0 as ne /n→0,

see Eq.~8!. In an electron-dominated plasma, the posit
ion flux evolves by ambipolar diffusion~with coefficient
2Di!. In an ion-ion plasma, the positive ion flux evolves
free diffusion~with coefficientDi!. Therefore at the momen
of transition from electron-dominated plasma to ion-i
plasma an abrupt drop~by two times! in the positive ion flux
occurs@Fig. 1~c!#.

Figure 2 depicts the establishment of the fundame
mode~cos-like profiles! starting from a steady-state plasm
The initial (t50) species density profiles@Fig. 2~a!# corre-
spond to the steady state of Eqs.~3! assuming small detach
ment and attachment compared with diffusion, i.e.,natttd
5gtd50.1, and no ion-ion recombination. We again a
sumed that, in the afterglow, the electron temperature dr
rapidly to Te5Ti . At steady state, negative ions pile up
the discharge center by the electrostatic field@Fig. 2~a!#. Af-
ter a short time (t/td50.4) cos-like profiles@Fig. 2~c!# are
formed and the analytic solutions for Eqs.~5!–~8! can be
applied.

It is also interesting to look at the speed of propagation
negative ions towards the wall. The fluid velocity of negati
ions is the ratio of negative ion flux to their densityVn
[Gn /n. In the plasma core, negative ions evolve by alm
free diffusion, and the ion velocity is a linear function
space@see Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!, and 2~c!#. A little further out,
where electronegativity is close to unity, the drift is comp
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FIG. 1. Comparison of the results of numerical simulation
plasma decay in the afterglow with analytic estimates. The sys
of Eqs. ~3! was solved numerically for the case when the elect
and ion temperatures are equalTe5Ti . Time was normalized with
the ion diffusion timetd[L2/D1 . Mobilities were taken asmp

5mn and me5100mn . The initial profiles ~at t50! were taken
according to the fundamental diffusion mode Eq.~4!, and plasma
chemical processes were neglected in the afterglow. Plasma pa
eters vs dimensionless time: solid lines are analytical estima
symbols are numerical results:~a! Densities of charged species
the centerline~normalized!. The analytical solutions in an electron
dominated plasma@p;exp(22t), n;const#, and in an ion-ion
plasma@p, n;exp(2t)# are also shown as limiting cases.~b! Elec-
tron diffusive loss frequency. Analytic estimate, Eq.~6!, is shown as
solid line.~c! Ion and electron fluxes~normalized! at the wall. Ana-
lytic estimates~solid lines! are according to Eq.~5!.
2-4
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rable with diffusion, so that the negative ion velocity dimi
ishes. The negative ion density becomes exceedingly s
near the wall, and the negative ion velocity starts increas
again. As the initially flat profile of electron density ap
proaches a cos-like shape, the electric field increases in
core of the plasma, drift compensates diffusion, and the
velocity drops@compare Fig. 2~b! with Fig. 2~c!#.

IV. COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS
WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

We now compare theoretical results with experimen
data taken in the afterglow of a krypton-oxygen Kr:O2 , 1:1
gas mixture@21#. In this experiment, the discharge chamb

FIG. 2. Establishment of the fundamental diffusion mode~cos-
like profiles! starting from steady-state plasma profiles. Plasma
rameters are the same as in Fig. 1, but initial profiles correspon
the steady state of Eq.~3! with Te5Ti and small detachment an
attachment compared with diffusion,natttd5gdtd50.1. Also, no
ion-ion recombination was taken into account. cos-like profiles
established after a dimensionless time of;0.4.
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was a cylinder of radiusR55.5 cm and lengthL518 cm.
SinceL@R the main plasma losses are across the radius,
a one-dimensional description is applicable. According to
value of the measured plasma potential, the electron t
perature is close to the gas temperature at times in the a
glow t.0.5 ms. The negative ion flux is very small fort
,3.0 ms, and increases abruptly aftert53.0 ms~see Fig. 3!.
Dissociative attachment of electrons to oxygen molecule
not possible in an afterglow with cold electrons, since atta
ment requires electrons with energy of at least 0.6 eV@19#.
The detachment rate depends on the densities of oxyge
oms and excited oxygen molecules, which were not m
sured. According to the experimental data~see Fig. 3!, at the
late stages of the afterglow, the negative and positive
fluxes coincide, which implies that under these conditio
detachment is small and can be neglected~see Sec. VII be-
low for more details!.

After a short initial period, all charged species dens
profiles should become similar and proportional to a ze
order Bessel function;J0(2.4r /R). The temporal evolution
of fluxes is described by Eqs.~5! and the densities are foun
using the diffusive loss frequencies, Eqs.~6!, written in cy-
lindrical coordinates. The fluxes are presented in Fig
jointly with the experimental data of@21#. The ratio of elec-
tron to ion mobility was taken asme /m i5167 @22#. As can
be seen in Fig. 3, the slope of decay of the positive ion fl
in an electron-dominated plasma (t,4 ms) is approximately
twice the slope in an ion-ion plasma (t.4 ms) in agreemen
with the theory described in the previous section@Fig. 1~c!#.

For comparison with the data, the ion densiti
@p(t0),n(t0)# should be known at some moment of timet0 .
Since the fluxes were reported only after 3 ms into the af
glow, we have chosen timet053 ms as the reference tim
for calculation. The experimental data for the negative
density are not reliable. Thus, we estimate the ratio of ne
tive to positive ion densities~at t053 ms! using the given
experimental values for fluxes. At the critical timetcr
54 ms, the positive and negative ion fluxes are equal, wh
indicates that electrons have disappeared by that time.
negative ion density is constant~no negative ion losses! and

-
to

e

FIG. 3. Comparison of wall fluxes of positive and negative ion
lines are experimental data from@21#, symbols are theoretical pre
dictions according to Eq.~5!.
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smaller than the positive ion density fort,tcr54 ms, while
for t.tcr54 ms the positive and negative ion densities
equal~ion-ion plasma!. Thus,n(t0)5p(tcr), wherep(tcr) is
the positive ion density at timetcr . Now, the positive ion
density is proportional to the ion flux, so that

p~ tcr!

p~ t0!
5

Gp~R,tcr20!

Gp~R,t0!
,

where tcr20 denotes that the flux should be evaluated j
before the transition from electron-dominated to ion-i
plasma. Substitution of experimental flux values giv
n(t0)/p(t0)50.48. This ratio of densities is close2 to the
experimental measurement of densities shown in Fig. 10
@21#. Knowing the ratio of ion densities we can estimate t
critical time using Eq.~8!. The value oftd can be deduced
from the slope of the positive ion flux decay~Fig. 3! as td
50.85 ms. Thus,tcr5310.85 ln(1/0.48)53.63 ms. This es-
timate is a bit smaller than the experimental value of 4 m
The difference between the two may be due to the influe
of detachment as discussed below.3

V. AFTERGLOW WITH EQUAL ION AND ELECTRON
TEMPERATURES „TiÄTe… WITH ACCOUNT OF

DIFFUSIVE LOSSES, ATTACHMENT, AND DETACHMENT

We assume that ion-ion recombination is slow compa
with attachment and can be neglected during the first stag
the afterglow.4 In general, attachment and detachment c
vary considerably in the afterglow compared with the stea
state discharge. In less electronegative gases~e.g., oxygen!,
electron dissociative attachment has a relatively high-ene
threshold, and the attachment rate is small in the afterg
In highly electronegative gases,~e.g., chlorine!, the attach-
ment rate can increase considerably in the afterglow@23#.
Associative detachment in the afterglow can occur via re
tions of atoms with metastable molecules, and can gene
fast electrons@19#. If the attachment frequency is sma
natttcr!1 electron decay is determined entirely by diffusi
losses, and the theory of Sec. III applies. The opposite ca
less straightforward. Indeed, if the attachment frequenc
much larger than the initial diffusive loss frequency of ele
trons@Ze, loss'2p0 /(tdne0)#, the attachment losses domina
initially. However, as the electron density decreases,Ze, loss
increases@Fig. 1~b!#, and the diffusive loss to the wall star
to dominate attachment. Thus, even in this case we can
pect the same phenomenon of electron disappearance w
a finite time. To find the electron density temporal evoluti
and the critical time, we need to solve the electron continu

2Unfortunately, direct comparison is not possible since the exp
mental data for densities and ion fluxes in@21# have different time
scales.

3Another possible explanation is that the experimental setup
@21# could not follow sharp increases of the negative ion flux.

4Generalization can be easily made by adding additional
losses. We omit recombination in order not to overcomplicate
problem.
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Eq. ~3b!. Since both attachment and detachment rates
linear functions of charged species densities, the spatial
files again tend to the fundamental mode, see Eq.~4!. Thus,
the previous results for diffusive loss frequencies@Eqs.~6!#,
are valid in this case too. As we have seen, in a plasma w
electrons, the negative ion diffusive loss is nearly ze
Therefore, the time rate of change of the electron densit
equal to that of the positive ion density minus the rate
attachment plus the rate of negative ion detachment,

]ne

]t
5

]p

]t
2nattne1gd~p2ne!. ~10!

The positive ion loss frequency@Eq. ~6a!# is constant, and
p(t)5p0 exp(22t/td). The solution to Eq.~10! is now
readily derived,

ne~ t !5lp0e22t/td1~ne02lp0!exp@2~natt1gd!t#, ~11!

where ñatt5natttd/2, g̃d5gdtd/2, and l5(12g̃d)/(12 ñatt
2g̃d).

VI. ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS WITH ACCOUNT OF
DIFFUSIVE LOSSES AND ATTACHMENT ONLY

We now focus on the influence of attachment assum
that the detachment frequency is zero (gd50) in the after-
glow. For short times,natttcr!1, Eq. ~11! collapses to the
previous result, Eq.~8!. For longer times,natttcr@1, the elec-
tron density reduces to zero within a finite timetcr , found by
settingne50 in Eq. ~11!. Thus,

tcr5
td/2

ñatt21
lnS n01 ñattne0

n01ne0
D , ~12a!

as found in@17#. An experimental diagnostic for measurin
the attachment frequency was developed in@18# based on
Eq. ~12a!. Now, whennatttd ln(p0 /n0)@1, i.e., when attach-
ment dominates diffusion loses initially, the critical time r
duces to

tcr5
1

natt
lnS natttdne0

2p0
D . ~12b!

Although attachment may dominate diffusion losses initia
diffusion will eventually take over since the frequency
electron diffusive loss increases with time.

In Fig. 4, the critical time for electron disappearancetcr
5tn,out is depicted as a function of the attachment frequen
for various ratios of initial negative ion to electron dens
~electronegativity!. One can see that at small attachment f
quenciesñatt!1, the critical time is close to that predicted b
Eq. ~8! where only diffusive losses are taken into account.
this case, the critical time depends crucially on the electro
gativity. In the opposite case, (ñatt@1), the critical time is a
few natt

21 and depends only weakly on electronegativity.
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VII. ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS WITH ACCOUNT OF
DIFFUSIVE LOSSES AND DETACHMENT. THEORY

OF SELF-TRAPPING OF NEGATIVE IONS DUE
TO DETACHMENT

In this section we shall focus on the role of negative i
detachment on the spatiotemporal dynamics of charged
cies in the afterglow@29#. In Fig. 5, results of numerica
calculations of the central densities and wall fluxes are
picted for various attachment and detachment frequenc
Importantly, the value of the negative ion flux flowing to th
wall greatly depends on the value of detachment freque
@compare Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#.

Indeed, if the detachment frequency is larger than the
fusive loss frequency, negative ions convert to electrons
ing their diffusion towards the wall. As a result, a substan
number of electrons remain even in the late afterglow. T
presence of these electrons results in ‘‘self-trapping’’
negative ions, due to emerging electric field. As we shall s
the critical value of detachment frequency is given bygdtd
52. If gdtd.2, the wall flux of negative ions is very sma
even in the late afterglow@Fig. 5~b!#.

Let us now find an analytic solution valid for the la
afterglow, when all charged species spatial profiles are s
lar. In this case, the species continuity equations simplify

]n

]t
52td

21n
F

F11
1nattne2gdn ~13a!

for negative ions, and

]p

]t
52td

21pS 11
1

11F D , ~13b!

for positive ions. ParameterF[m i(p1n)/(mene) is the
same as before, Eq.~5!.

In the late afterglow, electrons and ions decay with
same decay frequency~see parallel slopes in Fig. 5!,

]n

n ]t
5

]ne

ne]t
5

]p

p ]t
[ndecay.

FIG. 4. Critical time to transition from an electron-dominat
plasma to an ion-ion plasma as a function of attachment freque
at various~initial! negative ion to electron density ratios. Detac
ment and ion-ion recombination are neglected.
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Equations~13! can now be combined to obtain a quadra
equation fory, the ratio of electron to negative ion densi
~inverse electronegativity! y[ne /n,

F~y!

F~y!11
1~ g̃d21!5 ñatty, ~14!

whereF has been rewritten as an explicit function ofy, i.e.,
F(y)[(m i /me)(y12)/y.

Equation~14! has two roots, one of which is negative an
thus nonphysical. Ifg̃d,1, the right-hand side of Eq.~14!
can be neglected~assumingm i ñatt/me!1!. One obtainsF
1151/g̃d andy5(m i /me)@2g̃d /(12g̃d)#, i.e., a very small
electron density~sincem i /me!1 andg̃d,1!. SubstitutingF
into Eq.~5! one finds the corresponding ratios of wall fluxe

Ge

Gp
5

2ḡd

11g̃d
and

Gn

Gp
5

12g̃d

11g̃d
. ~15!

y,

FIG. 5. The temporal evolution of central charged species d
sities and wall fluxes as functions of dimensionless time~normal-
ized bytd!. Plasma parameters are the same as in Fig. 1, but
detachment and attachment in the afterglow taken into account~a!
natttd5gdtd50.5. For comparison, the electron density evoluti
for natttd5gdtd50 is also shown.~b! natttd5gdtd53.
2-7
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Physically, this means that electrons are quickly removed
free diffusion. The diffusive loss frequency of positive io
@Eq. 6~a!# turns out to beZp, loss5ndecay511g̃d . For small
g̃d , the charged species fluxes in the late afterglow co
spond to free electron and ion diffusion. Wheng̃d→1, the
electron density does not decay as quickly and the elec
field accelerates positive ions to make their diffusive lo
frequency equal toZp, loss52; the limit for electron-
dominated plasma. Numerical calculations@Fig. 5~a!#, give a
value of Zp, loss51.25 for g̃d50.25 that coincides with the
analytical estimate. Forg̃d,1, the electron flux in the late
afterglow is produced by detachment of negative ions dur
their free diffusion. This implies that the electron flux is pr
portional togdtd . Numerical calculation givesGn /Ge51.5
for g̃d50.25 that coincides with the analytical estimate.

On the other hand, ifg̃d.1, the physical picture change
drastically. The solution to Eq.~14! yields for electronega-
tivity and the flux ratios

y5
g̃d21

ñatt
,

Ge

Gp
51, and

Gn

Gp
5

m i

me

y12

y~11y!
. ~16!

This corresponds to a relatively large number of electron
the afterglow. The presence of these electrons causes n
tive ions to be trapped. Positive ions diffuse with ambipo
diffusion to the wall and their density decays with a tim
constant oftd/2, approximately twice as fast compared to t
caseg̃d,1, as can also be seen in Fig. 5. The analyti
result, Eq.~16!, coincides with the numerical calculation. F
example, the analytical estimate by Eq.~16! is y50.33 for
g̃d5 ñatt51.5, which agrees closely with the numerical res
of y50.34.

In Fig. 6, the solution to Eq.~14! and the electron to
negative ion flux ratio in the late afterglow are shown a
function of detachment frequency for different attachm
frequencies. Forg̃d,1, the flux ratio does not depend on th
attachment frequency~attachment is still slow compared t
free electron diffusion!, and is determined only by the de
tachment frequency. For this case, the electron densit
small ~n/ne is large! since electrons escape with nearly fr
diffusion. In the opposite case,g̃d.1, the negative ion flux
to the wall is nearly zero. Negative ions trap themselves

FIG. 6. The negative ion to electron density ratio@solution of
Eq. ~14!# and the electron to negative ion flux ratio are shown a
function of detachment frequency for different attachment frequ
cies in the late afterglow.
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producing electrons through detachment on ‘‘their way’’
the walls. In the limitm i /me→0, Eq. ~14! describes a tran-
scritical bifurcation atgdtd52 @Ref. @24##.

Thus, we can draw an important conclusion that nega
ions can be extracted in the afterglow only ifgdtd,2. This
implies that negative ion sources should operate at low p
sures and not too large gaps, sincegdtd5gdL2/Di
;gdPL2.

VIII. AFTERGLOW WITH Ti™Te

A relatively high electron temperature in the afterglo
may be sustained because of:~a! electron-metastable supe
elastic collisions,~b! electron detachment in the afterglow
and/or~c! a small residual power in the afterglow. In prac
cal systems this may result by a capacitively coupled rf b
applied during the afterglow; see, for example,@25,26#. Ca-
pacitive coupling in the afterglow may be an efficient mech
nism of electron heating. Solving the electron energy eq
tion we found that a residual power in the afterglow as sm
as 1% of the power during the active glow can keep electr
warm with Te;1 eV.

What is the effect of a relatively large electron tempe
ture (Te@Ti) on the possibility of negative ion extraction ou
of the plasma? To analyze this situation we again assume
simplicity, a fixed electron temperature in the afterglow. W
also assume that attachment, detachment, and ion-ion re
bination can be neglected in the afterglow compared to d
and diffusion. At the expense of generality due to these s
plifications we are able to find analytical estimates for t
time required for negative ions to start leaving the dischar
and to explore the underlying physics.

If Ti!Te , negative ions are piled up at the dischar
center when the attachment frequency is small compare
the diffusion time~see exact criterion in@7,14,27#!. In Fig. 7
one can see the time evolution of species density profiles
Ti /Te50.01. These results were obtained by numerical
lution of Eqs. ~3!. Initially, negative ions are absent at th
plasma edge (x.0.5); an electron-ion plasma exists in th
region. The presence of an electron-ion plasma reg
changes considerably the temporal evolution in compari
with the case ofTi5Te . WhenTi5Te , the density profiles
become similar after some initial evolution. After that tim
all profiles evolve simultaneously. Negative ions are pres
everywhere practically at all times, and the effective elect
diffusion coefficient@Eq. ~3e!# is substantially uniform.

In the present case (Ti!Te), the ration/ne is very large
at the discharge center~ion-ion core! and approaches zer
near the edge. Therefore,Deff is very inhomogeneous, larg
in the ion-ion coreDeff'mi Te(p1n)/ne, and small in the
edge regionDeff'mi Te. The frequency of electron los
Ze, loss, which is determined by the slow diffusion in the edg
region, is changing relatively slowly at first. Normalizin
time by td5L2/(m iTe), the normalized frequency of elec
tron loss is close tounity until the electron-ion plasma regio
vanishes. From Fig. 8~c! one can see that, notwithstandin
the fact that the ration/ne is very large at the plasma cente
~the effective diffusion coefficient is also very large there!,
the frequency of electron loss is still close tounity

a
-
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~for times,5!. Note the difference with the caseTe5Ti
in Fig. 1~b!.

One can show analytically that even though the plas
profiles change with time,Ze, loss varies slowly, as long as a
electron-ion plasma edge remains in the discharge vesse
us assume that in the presence of negative ions (0,x,L ii )
the effective electron diffusion coefficient is infinitely larg
and in the region where negative ions are absent (L ii,x
,L), the effective diffusion coefficient is equal to the amb
polar diffusivity Deff5Damb'm iTe . Here L ii is half of the
extent of the ion-ion core andL is half of the interelectrode
gap~the sheath has been assumed very thin!. Because of the
large diffusivity in the ion-ion core, the electron density pr

FIG. 7. Spatiotemporal evolution of charged species dens
@time is normalized bytd[(Ti /Te)(L

2/Di)#. Plasma parameter
are the same as in Fig. 1, butTe5100Ti . ~a! positive ions,~b!
electrons, and~c! negative ions.
03640
a

et

file is flat. In the edge region of electron-ion plasma (L ii
,x,L), the electron density is described by a linear diff
sion equation,

]ne

]t
5Damb

]2ne

]x2 .

The boundary condition atx5L ii (t) is

Damb

]ne

]x
5

]ne

]t
L ii~ t !

which is a consequence of continuity. The diffusion equat
is separable and has an analytic solution,

ne~x,t !5ne~0,0!
sin@k~L2x!#

sin@k~L2L ii !#
e2Ze, losst,, where

Ze, loss5Dambk
2 and kL ii tan@k~L2L ii !#51. ~17!

In Fig. 8~d!, the analytic solution for dimensionles
Ze, loss, Eq. ~17!, is depicted as a function ofL ii /L. For ex-
ample, forL ii50.5L one obtainskL51.722. The dimension-
less electron loss frequency is then equal to 1.20. In the c
of a spatially uniform ambipolar diffusion coefficient~L ii
50 or kL5p/2!, Ze, loss51. Therefore, the approximation o
infinitely large diffusion coefficient in the ion-ion core~flat
electron density profile! results in an enhancement of ele
tron loss by 20%. ForL ii50.7L, the dimensionless electro
loss frequency is only 1.7, a 70% enhancement. The gro
of L ii /L ~expansion of the negative ion core! explains
the increase of Ze, loss. Eventually, as L ii→L,Ze, loss
→Damb/@L/(L2L ii )# becomes very large. The analytical r
sults depicted in Fig. 8~d! were calculated using Eq.~17!,
where L ii (t) was taken from numerical simulation as th
point wherene(x,t)5n(x,t) ~Fig. 7!.

The negative ion motion is governed by the competiti
of diffusion and drift, see Eq.~3a!. Negative ions diffuse
almost freely in the ion-ion core, wherene!n, i.e., drift is
small compared to diffusion, since the electric field is cor
spondingly small. In the core, the positive and negative
fluxes coincide, and the electron flux is much smaller th
both of themGn'Gp@Ge ~see Fig. 9!. A comparison of the
actual negative ion motion to free diffusive motion~not
shown! revealed that, indeed, the evolution of negative i
density profiles approaches the free diffusion limit. In fa
the actual spatial profiles were found to coincide with t
free diffusion profiles in the central region of the discharg
However, as expected, the actual negative ion density n
the edge dropped more rapidly compared to the free di
sion profiles.

As the negative ion density decreases towards the e
the electric field increases, reducing the negative ion flux
practically zero~Fig. 9!. At that point, negative ions are a
most in Boltzmann equilibrium,

Ti

]n

]x
'Te

n

ne

]ne

]x
.

s
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FIG. 8. Temporal evolution of plasma param
eters as a function of dimensionless time@nor-
malized bytd[(Ti /Te)(L

2/Di)#. Plasma param-
eters are the same as in Fig. 7.~a! Central
densities.~b! Wall fluxes.~c! Frequency of diffu-
sive electron loss as a function of time: numeric
simulation ~line! and analytical results~points!.
~d! Frequency of diffusive electron loss as a fun
tion of the ion-ion plasma core length accordin
to Eq. ~17!.
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This implies that the negative ion density drops nearly ex
nentially,

n;exp~2x/d!, where d5
Ti

Te
S ] ln~ne!

]x D 21

,

forming a negative ion front. The front can be seen clearly
Fig. 9. The location of the front~the point where the negativ
ion density starts dropping rapidly! can be estimated from
the condition of equality of electron and ion fluxesGn5Ge
5GP/2. Based on this definition, the negative ion front v
locity was found to be given by@8#

Vif52ADiZe, loss. ~18!

Surprisingly, the negative ion front moves towards t
wall with a nearly constant velocityVif sinceZe, loss is nearly

FIG. 9. Spatial profiles of negative ion and electron densit
and their fluxes at dimensionless timet/td54. Plasma parameter
are the same as in Fig. 7. The negative ion fluid velocityVn is also
shown.
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constant, at least initially@Fig. 8~c! and 8~d!#. In Fig. 10 the
points corresponding toGn5Ge ~dashed line with dots! and
ne5n ~solid line! are shown, as found from numerical sim
lation. The analytic estimate~dotted line corresponding to
Vif52A0.013150.2! is very close to the calculated motio
of negative ion front. When the negative ion front a
proaches the wall,Ze, loss@1 @time.6, see Fig. 8~c!#, and the
front velocity increases. As it turns out, the points at whi
ne5n andGe5Gn move in a similar manner, so either equa
ity can be used for defining the location of the negative
front.

As we have seen, negative ions diffuse nearly freely in
core region (ne!n) and slow down by the electric field in
the edge region wherene.n. It is interesting to find the
maximum of the fluid velocity of negative ionsVi[Gn /n. In
the core region, the negative ion flux is a diffusion flux a

,

FIG. 10. Motion of negative ion front in the afterglow. Solid lin
corresponds to the motion of the point where the electron densi
equal to the negative ion density as found from numerical simu
tion. Dashed line with dots corresponds to the motion of the po
where the electron flux is equal to the negative ion flux as fou
from numerical simulation. Analytical estimate corresponding
constant front velocity is shown as dotted line.
2-10
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Vi[
Gn

n
5Di

]n

n ]x
5Di

x

2Dit
5

x

2t
,

i.e., the negative ion fluid velocity is proportional to positio
and inversely proportional to time. The maximum veloc
appears to be nearxif , the location of the negative ion
front found by settingne(xif ,t)5n(xif ,t) ~see Fig. 9!, so
Vi ,max'xif /2t. Thus, the maximum negative ion fluid veloci
is smaller than the velocity of the negative ion front, t
latter beingVif5dxif /dt'xif /t. The velocity of the negative
ion front is not equal to the velocity of negative ions at t
position of the front. This phenomenon has an analogy
classical hydrodynamics, where the shock velocityVshock
5(G12G2)/(n12n2) is different than the fluid velocities
to the right of the shockVshock5G1 /n1 and to the left of the
shockVshock5G2 /n2 @28#. However, in classical hydrody
namic shocks, the value of the shock velocity lies in betwe
the fluid velocities in front of and behind the shock. In co
trast to the classical hydrodynamic shocks, the velocity
the negative ion front is faster than the velocity of the ne
tive ion fluid on either side of the shock~or everywhere in
the discharge for that matter!. This is the consequence of th
fact that electrons, which can move much faster than ne
tive ions, influence the front motion.

Knowing the velocity of the negative ion front, one ca
find the time needed for negative ions to reach the w
tn,out. This time is the sum oft ii , the time after which nega
tive ions start to diffuse nearly freely, and the time need
for the front to reach the wall,

tn,out5t ii1
L2L ii0

Vif
, ~19!

where againL ii0 , can be determined by the attachment a
detachment frequencies@7,14,27#. For the numerical ex-
ample discussed above~Fig. 10!,

tn,out51.61
1.5720.36

0.2
51.616.157.5,

which nearly coincides with the simulation result.
Further simulations were performed for a range of rat

of ion to electron temperatures and for different initial co
ditions. Table II~a! shows the numerically calculated tim
when negative ions appear at the wall compared to the
lytic estimate, Eq.~19!. The analytical estimate is quite ac
curate. As the ratio of ion to electron temperatures tend
unity, the edge region of electron-ion plasma~without nega-
tive ions! disappears and the concept of negative ion fr
fails. Then, the theory of Sec. III applies.

Table II~b! shows the time when negative ions appear
the wall calculated numerically and compared with the a
lytic estimate, Eq.~19!, for different initial density of nega-
tive ions at steady-state~using various attachment freque
cies and a constant detachment frequency!, Ti /Te50.01, and
fixed total electron density (*nedx52). This amounts to
varying plasma electronegativity. Since the total amount
negative ions is conserved until negative ions come
~negative ion chemistry has been neglected compared to
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fusion!, we characterize different cases by the values of
integral*n dx. Again, the analytical estimate, Eq.~19!, pre-
dicts tn,out reasonably well. For large*n dx the ion-ion core
expands towards the wall and occupies almost the entire
charge space. In such case Eq.~19! is not valid, since it was
derived under the assumption that the ion-ion core initia
occupies a narrow region in the discharge center@8#. Deter-
mining the time negative ions first reach the wall is impo
tant for applications in negative ion sources and charge-
semiconductor manufacturing@11#.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

The spatiotemporal evolution of charged species dens
and wall fluxes during the afterglow of an electronegat
discharge has been investigated. The decay of a plasma
negative ions consists of two stages. During the first stag
the afterglow, electrons dominate plasma diffusion and ne
tive ions are trapped inside the vessel by the static elec
field; the flux of negative ions to the walls is nearly zer
During this stage, the electron escape frequency incre
considerably in the presence of negative ions, and can e
tually approach free electron diffusion. During the seco
stage of the afterglow, electrons have disappeared, and p
tive and negative ions diffuse to the walls with the ion-io
ambipolar diffusion coefficient.

Analytic expressions for the time required for negati
ions to reach the walltn,out, were derived for two limiting
cases of equal and very different electron and ion temp
tures, in the afterglow of electronegative gas plasmas.

When Ti5Te and no volume plasma chemical reactio
are taken into account, electrons disappear~and negative ions
come out! in a finite time tn,out5tcr5(L2/2m iT)ln(p0 /n0).
This time considerably decreases with increasing electro
gativity.

If attachment is important in the afterglow~strongly elec-
tronegative gases, such as Cl2! the time of electron density

TABLE II. Time tn,out when negative ions first come out@nor-
malized byL2/(m iTe!# ~a! for various temperature ratiosTi /Te and
~b! for various electronegativities.

~a!

Ti /Te tn,out simulation tn,out analytic

0.1 2.3 3.1
0.05 3.3 3.6
0.01 7.5 7.5
0.005 10.1 9.35

~b!

*n dx Lii tn,out simulation tn,out analytic

2 0.36 7.5 7.5
6 0.6 6.3 6.6

18 0.86 4.6 4.6
48 1.1 2.7 3.3
2-11
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decay becomes shorter. However, even if the attachment
quency (natt) is initially larger than the electron diffusive los
frequency, diffusion eventually dominates during the la
stages of the afterglow. In this case, the time required
electrons to disappear is also finite and is given by

tn,out5tcr5
1

natt
lnS natttdne0

2p0
D .

If detachment is important in the afterglow~weakly elec-
tronegative gases, such as O2! the time of electron density
decay becomes longer. This case depends crucially on
product of detachment frequency and ion diffusion tim
gdtd . If gdtd.2, negative ions convert to electrons durin
their diffusion towards the wall. As a result, a substan
number of electrons appear even in the late afterglow.
presence of these electrons results in ‘‘self-trapping’’
negative ions, due to emerging electric field, and the nega
ions flux at the walls is very small. In the opposite ca
gdtd,2, the physical picture changes drastically: electro
eventually escape nearly freely, and the negative ion
equals the positive ion flux. The transition between the t
cases is abrupt and can be described mathematically
transcritical bifurcation. Thus, negative ions can be extrac
in the afterglow only ifgdtd,2. This implies that negative
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ion sources should operate at low pressures and not too l
gaps.

WhenTi!Te , negative ion density fronts may from du
ing the afterglow. These fronts are not analogous to hyd
dynamic shocks. Negative ions diffuse freely in the plas
core, but the negative ion front propagates towards
chamber walls with a nearly constant velocityVif

5A4Di Ze, loss, ~for constant electron and ion temperature!.
The negative ion fronts are a new type of nonlinear structu
different from hydrodynamic nonlinear waves and beyo
the classification of dissipative structures~see, e.g.,@30#!.
The evolution of ion fronts in the afterglow of electroneg
tive plasmas is important, since it determines the ti
needed for negative ions to reach the wall, and thus in
ences surface reactions in plasma processing.
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